INTRODUCTION
A large number of queueing problems where the service is through parallel channels have been solved by various authors. In particular Kendall [1] considers the steady state behaviour of many server queueing system. Saaty [2] studies the transient behaviour of the System M/M/C. Romani [3] , Phillips [4] and Murari [5] obtain the steady state probabilities of queueing problems with variable number of service channels. More recently Singh [6] discusses a Markovian queue wherein the System starts another server at some cost whenever the queue length in front of the first server reaches a certain length.
In this paper an attempt is made to modify the results due to Singh so as to bring them more close to many practical situations, where arrivais occur in batches of variable size, which may exist in banks, élection booths, etc. Thus the queueing system studied in this paper can be described as follows: 1. The arrivais follow Poisson distribution and occur in batches of variable size with maximum size T; X, C t dt is the first order probability that a batch of arrivais consists of exactly i(\^i^T) units; where £ Cj = 1. t=i 2. The queue discipline is first come first served. 3. The service facility consists of one regular and one additional service channel. The regular service channel is always at the disposai of customers, irrespective of the queue length (the number of customers waiting including those being served). The additional service channel opérâtes instantaneously on an arrivai when there are N(>2T) customers in the queue and stops operating when the queue length again reduces to N.
The service time distribution for each server is négative exponentia! with parameter \L
A relationship is developed among costs, the traffic intensity p, the maximum size of the arriving batch T, probabilities C,(l^i^T) and the maximum allowable size N in front of the first server. For particular values of T and CYs, the ratios of the costs is given in a table for different values of N and p. The graphs for ratios of the costs against p for these values of JV are plotted. It is demonstrated with an example that how from the graphs the décision point for N at which the application of second server is profitable can be calculated. Results of Singh are obtained as particular cases.
STEADY STATE SOLUTION

Let:
P" = Steady state probability that there are n customers in the system at any time.
Elementary probability reasoning leads to the following différence équations governing the System: -(••f)
Since £ P n -l, each p ; must lie within the unit circle and by Rouche's theorem it can be easily shown that this condition holds provided p<2/T. Now assuming that this condition is satisfied and using normal condition 00 that Y P n =\, we find that:
MEAN QUEUE LENGTH
Let L 2 dénote the mean queue length: where:
PARTICULAR CASE
When r=l, Ci = l, C*=0(2^i^T), i.e. when the arrivai occur singly the situation corresponds to Queues Dependent Servers by V. P. Singh [6] .
In this case we have:
and: P n P" = p n P o ;
0^n^AT=--P o ; N<n.
where: P 0~ * -_v+l 2-p-p and:
These results are in confirmity with that of V. P. Singh [6] .
PROF1TABILITY CRITERION
Let Ri be the unit profit associated with Li -L 2 and R 2 is the cost to the System of providing the additional server. It is profitable for the System to It may be noted that the above relation dépends only on T, N, p, ^2/^1 and Cj(l ^i^7). Thus in terms of any four value fifth can be'calculated.
For T=5:
where:
p + q=l, i = 0,l,2,3,4
The upper bounds of K2/K1 for various values of N and p are given in the Table. From the tabular values the graphs for the upper bounds of R 2 /Ri against p, for various values of N, are plotted.
UPPER BONDS FOR R2/Rt -•*
From the graphs the décision point for N at which the application of second server is profitable can be calculated for the given values of R 2 /Ri an d P, for example, if p= . 13, R 2 /Ri = 40; the point (. 13, 40) lies between the graphs for N= 14 and N= 15. Therefore, in this case, it will be profitable for the system to provide the additional server when N^ 15.
